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LOCKDOWN EDITION FOUR…..
Convenors:

Garden Route Motor Club:
Dennis Cook – gardenroutemc@gmail.com

060 700 0192

MG CLUB:
Peter & Jill Morse – petermorse101@hotmail.co.uk

074 474 8368

FOR YOUR INFO…..
•
•
•

Regular Breakfast Runs are held on the last Sunday of each month
Meeting places – KNYSNA – The Quays at the Waterfront at the end of Grey Street
SEDGEFIELD – Engen 1 Stop

GRMC Events- 2020

9 Thu
19 Sun
26 Sun

July
Xmas Lunch in July …. @ Peppermill, The Crags
Tsitsikamma Memorial Run
Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett

7-9 Fri-Sun
12 Wed
23 Sun
30 Sun

August
Slow Wine Festival, Robertson
Let’s Lunch ….. @ Skotteljons Bistro, Hoekwil
GRMC AGM- Belvidere
Breakfast Run, Zucchini’s, Timberlake

CANCELLED
09h00

CANCELLED

09h00

MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL
GRMC only
MG - ALL

20 Sun
27 Sun

September
Plett Wine Route and lunch
Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

11 Sun
14-17 Wed-Sat
25 Sun

October
Treasure Hunt, with Bring ‘n Braai
Technical Tour, PE, + Bloeisel Fees, Joubertina(17th)
Breakfast Run, Zucchini’s, Timberlake

09h00

MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

1 Sun
29 Sun

November
Century Charity Run
Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

12h00
16h30

GRMC - ONLY
MG/GRMC

December
6 Sun
11 Fri

GRMC Christmas lunch
Gasoline Alley Braai

Chairman’s Chirp – July 2020
As COVID 19 has changed everything in our daily lives so it has also impacted on your club’s activities
and enjoying our cars and the social aspect that that comes with our passion. Coming up with
something to say in this month’s Torque has become more difficult as the months with zero activity
has passed. It now is a distant memory when last we were together on a club outing and don’t know
when we will next enjoy one another’s company. Some members have made good use of the
lockdown and will hopefully soon be able to show us the fruits of their labour on their cars. We
continue to encourage you to send us in articles that the members can enjoy. Please support this
request !!! . I have included in this Torque an article on the recreation of the Aston Martin DB5 - ala
James Bond - as well as an Electric AC Cobra along with some other interesting bits of reading
material. Please keep your eyes open for these types of articles and let us have them.
Moving on to the AGM which is scheduled for August 23. It is now clear with the current government
restrictions in place we will not be having a gathering to hold the AGM. It has also been decided that
we will not be using one of the electronic media (Zoom or Skype), but will rather distribute, via Email, the relevant papers, that would have been presented at the AGM. This will be done during the
month of August.
For those members who have paid their annual subs we say thank you very much. To date we have
received about 50% of the subs which were due on July 1. Peter Turner will shortly be issuing a
further reminder to those members who have not yet made the payment. Your support in finalising
the payment of subs will be appreciated.

It is with sadness that we have to advise the passing of Eddie Pearce after a long fight with cancer.
Our sincere condolences go to the family as they deal with the loss of Eddie. He was a lifelong friend
of Roger Davies who has written a short obituary note – see below in the Torque.
For some further interesting reading, please click on the following links :
- https://classicandsportscar.com/gallery/18-classics-lewis-hamiltons-dads-collectionsale?utm_source=20200715&utm_medium=EMAIL&utm_campaign=ENews.
- https://www.moss-europe.co.uk/moss-blog-e10petrol?_bta_tid=3065466309547638702824464446050155418392319406104137518946920685228
2872602751546939675258106392915004934 -- Fuel information.
Keep safe

Peter
HAPPY BIRTHDAY - August 2020
8th Anne Parker
15th Jill Morse
20th Alister Gibb
22nd Jacqui Mitchell
30th Arthur Field

9th Josephine Cook
17th Jon Lewis
21st Ray Mackey
29th Jeannette Esterhuizen

9th Viv Vadas
19th Peter Pretorius
22nd Duncan Miller
29th Allan Hamilton

OBITUARY
Edward Alexander Pearce. By Roger Davis
Born September 1941. Died July 2020.
My very good friend Edward was born in Yorkshire in Great Britain and attended Dartington
Hall School in Dorset.
Edward left school after passing some GCE subjects and went into his father’s business
which manufactured wire ropes and wire in general.

Further studies were undertaken in business management, but in his spare time he went into
motorcycle trials and once successful in this sport went into motor racing, hill climbs and
sprints with various vehicles such as a Ford Anglia and also a Morgan plus four with the
Triumph TR2 engine.
In 1969 the family moved out to South Africa and Eddie joined a company called National
Standard that made wire ropes and wire and over the next 25 years worked his way up to
become the Managing Director. When the parent company in America wished to distance
itself from the South African problems, Eddie purchased the company.
Eddie was also an avid yachtsman at the Swartkops Yacht Club, where he excelled and his
love of exotic cars was borne out with his purchasing a series 2 E Type Jaguar for work and
later parking this off in his garage, next purchasing a Ferrari and then a series 3 E Type
Jaguar with the V12.
Eddie married at the age of 40 and had two sons that firstly went to Muir College in
Uitenhage, where they lived, and later Grey High School in Mill Park where he purchased a
large home.
Another of Eddies hobbies was flying and he had many aircraft over the years, from a
Cessna, to a stunt Citabria aerobatic plane and also a powered glider. He also flew and owned
a helicopter.
Eddie eventually divorced his wife and some 16 years ago met up with Sue who became his
partner in life and also joined him in his love of golf.
Eddie sold the business of National Standard last year and no longer had to attend board
meetings, although he had not been actively involved in the running of his company for many
years.
Although owning his home in Mill Park, Eddie purchased a house in Turtle Creek, part of the
Goose Valley Golf Estate in Plettenberg Bay, which had 4 garages and most months Eddie
and Sue would be down to play golf and also take his Westfield 7 out for a burn.
It was through seeing Eddie and Sue driving this car ten years ago, that I stopped him and
chatted and over the following years we became very good friends and would meet up with
them both on their visits to Plettenberg Bay. In 2016, the four of us went on a cruise up to the
Islands of Mozambique.
Unfortunately, Eddie battled with cancer for many years and although his son took him to
Monza in September last year as a guest of Ferrari, his health continued to fail him.
A few months back, Eddie and I trailered his Series 2 E Type down to Knysna for Ron Hollis
to wave his magic wand over the car, but alas, Eddie missed seeing the car back on the road
again by a week, passing away at the home of Sue at Beachview on Saturday the 11th of July.
On Thursday the 16th I went through to Knysna and brought his E Type back to Turtle Creek
to join the Westfield 7 and the Lotus Elise in the garage. Driving that car has crossed off
another wish on my bucket list.

To say I will miss Eddie is an understatement. Nita and I went through for his remembrance
service in Port Elizabeth which was a very moving experience and I learned so much more
about Eddie from his older sister and his sons.
Eddie. Rest in Peace. It was a privilege to call you my friend.

OBITUARY Ron Tauranac
As many Members may have already heard, Ron Tauranac passed away peacefully
in his sleep on 17 July. He was 95 years of age and had been an Honorary Member
of the BRDC since 1971.
Born in Gillingham, Kent Ron moved with his family to Australia when he was three
years old. During World War 2 he trained as a fighter pilot with the Royal Australian
Air Force, rose to the rank of Flight Sergeant but never saw action before the end of
the conflict. He obtained employment as a draughtsman while studying business
management and psychology in the evening, all of which were to stand him in good
stead when he returned to England in 1960 to join Jack Brabham’s new business. In
fact Ron’s first involvement in motor sport, both as a driver and constructor, was in
Australia in 1950 with his younger brother Austin. Ron having absorbed all the
technical literature then available about the theory of design the brothers’ first car,
powered by a 500 cc Norton engine, enjoyed not a little success with Ron behind the
wheel, on one notable occasion defeating Australia’s leading driver of the time, a

certain Jack Brabham. The car was called the Ralt by deploying the brothers’ initials
(Ron and Austin Lewis Tauranac).
In 1953 Ron and Jack shared a Holden in the first Redex Round Australia Trial. Two
years later Jack headed for England but did not forget Ron’s talents and kept in
touch by letter seeking his friend’s thoughts on ways of improving the Coopers which
he was then driving. In 1959 Jack won his first World Championship and set his
sights on establishing his own racing team. He encouraged Ron to ‘come over and
join him’ and so it was that in 1960 Ron returned to the country of his birth with his
wife Norma and daughter Jann. A second daughter, Julie, would be born in 1962.
At first Ron worked for Jack Brabham Conversions improving the performance of
road cars such as the Sunbeam Rapier and Triumph Herald but by 1961 Motor
Racing Developments had produced its first Formula Junior designed by Ron.
Initially called the MRD until it was pointed out that this had unfortunate connotations
when pronounced in French, the prototype became the Brabham BT1. The ‘BT’
designation was to be the closest acknowledgement there ever would be of the
Tauranac name in the cars which he was responsible for. The promise shown by the
MRD in the latter part of the 1961 season in the hands of Gavin Youl attracted orders
for a production run of 11 BT2s for the 1962 season. Driven by the likes of Frank
Gardner and Jo Schlesser, the BT2 was an immediate success and the
Brabham/Tauranac partnership was on its way as a manufacturer of racing cars.
While masterminding the production of the BT2, Ron was also designing his first
Formula 1 car, the BT3, which made its debut in the 1962 German Grand Prix from
which it retired with throttle linkage problems. The BT3’s second outing was in an
almost full strength Oulton Park Gold Cup in which Jack finished third behind Jimmy
Clark’s Lotus Type 25 and Graham Hill’s BRM P57, that season’s two principal
World Championship contenders. Dan Gurney joined for the 1963 season and
stayed for the next three years, to the end of the 1500 cc Formula 1, giving the
Brabham marque its first World Championship race win in the 1964 French Grand
Prix at Rouen with the BT7. Jack had already won non-championship F1 races at
Solitude and Zeltweg in 1963 with the BT3.
With the advent of the 3-litre Formula 1 in 1966, Ron produced the relatively simple
Repco V8-powered BT19, BT20 and BT24 designs to give Jack his third world title
in 1966 which Denny Hulme followed in ‘67. In 1968 an unreliable new Repco engine
meant that the hoped for success with Jochen Rindt did not materialise. Jacky Ickx
replaced Jochen for 1969, winning the German and Canadian Grands Prix. Until
now, all Brabhams from Formula 1 through to Formula 3 had been designed with
spaceframe chassis but for 1970, Jack’s last season, Ron came up with his first
monocoque design, the BT33. A winner first time out in the South African Grand Prix,
the BT33 also came close to winning at Monaco, Brands Hatch and Jarama and give
Jack a fourth World title but it wasn’t to be.
At the end of 1969 Jack sold his shareholding in MRD to Ron who took on full
responsibility not only for the Formula 1 effort but also the flourishing customer car
side of the business where Brabham had become the car of choice in Formula 2 and
formula 3 for a galaxy of future Formula 1 stars. Given that Brabham was operating
in a competitive market, unlike today where there are very few manufacturers of
single-seater racing cars, it was an extraordinary achievement that 79 F3 cars were
made in 1965 in addition to a further 12 F2 cars. Similar production figures were
achieved in the next few years, speaking volumes both for the race-winning
performance of Ron’s designs but also their dependability. When Bernie Ecclestone
offered to buy the company from Ron in 1971, he agreed a deal on terms which he

soon came to regret and within a year he had left the company of which he had been
such an integral part.
For the next few years, Ron undertook various freelance projects with other F1
teams including Ligier, Williams, Trojan and Theodore Racing, the last of which
resulted in the Theodore TR1 which famously won the 1978 Daily Express BRDC
International Trophy in the hands of Keke Rosberg. However, the urge to produce
customer cars had not gone away. Having come to know fellow Australian Larry
Perkins in 1974, and working with him to sort out his F3 GRD 374, Ron was
convinced that he could do better and drew up what became the Ralt RT1 with which
Larry won the first European F3 Championship in 1975. Between 1975 and 1979,
165 RT1s were manufactured to be followed by 160 of its successor, the RT3, from
1980 to 1984 and over 130 of the Formula Atlantic version and 115 of the Formula
Super Vee variant. A relationship with Honda had begun in the mid ‘60s with the 1litre Formula 2 BT16 and BT18 with which Jack Brabham and Denny Hulme totally
dominated in 1966 and it was revived for the 2-litre Formula 2 of the 1980s. In 1981
Geoff Lees won the FIA European Formula 2 Championship with a Ralt-Honda RH6,
a feat emulated by Jonathan Palmer in 1983 and by Mike Thackwell in 1984.
Ralt continued to produce championship-winning cars in Formula 3 in particular
throughout the 1980s so sales remained strong. However, competition from relative
newcomers Reynard and Dallara in F3 and from Swift in Formula Atlantic and Super
Vee, coupled with the cost of Formula 3000, led to Ron’s company being swallowed
up by the March Group from which Ron disengaged himself in 1994. This was not
the end of his involvement in motor racing. By now in his 70s, he was contracted by
Honda to design and develop a school car along F3 lines. He also designed a
Formula Renault car, the Ronta, and in 1996 was a consultant to Honda for its
touring cars in the Japanese and British Touring Car Championships.
In 2002, following the death of his wife Norma after 49 years of marriage, Ron
returned to Australia. In the words of his family: ‘Active, healthy and independent
until the end, he constantly felt the need to achieve something and always had the
next goal in mind.’ To his daughters Jann and Julie and their families the BRDC
offers its deepest sympathies.

Love and the drop top car
By Dennis Cook
I have owned a sports car most of my adult life; since my father forbade me to have a motor bike
while I was still living at home. These have been mostly British, mostly Triumphs, with a few Alfas in
between. For me it was a hobby spurred on by a friend who, when we were in our early 20’s
inherited some money and purchased a nearly new Triumph TR3. Oh what fun we had motoring
around Cape Town in such a powerful, open car! People often referred to these sports cars as
“vacuum cleaners” because they were supposed to pick up the fluff!
My first sports car was an MGA fitted with a TR3 engine, gearbox and 15 inch TR rims. It went like
stink but did not handle very well as the weight distribution was all wrong but it was a wizz at the
traffic light GP’s. Not too long after came marriage and then a couple of kids so the MG had to be
replaced by a family saloon. When my kids were not much more than toddlers, I was able to buy a
Sunbeam Alpine Mk4 which, as you may know, has a little bench seat in the back that can
accommodate 2 little girls easily. My kids loved this car and Sunday drives around the south
peninsula became a regular event.

It was during this time that I realized that most women
either hated open cars or, at very least, disliked them, no
matter what the ads with lovely women draped over
car’s bonnets would have you believe.
My (then) wife had invited a friend, whose husband was
away on business, to join us for a Sunday lunch. The
friend lived some distance away in another suburb and I
took the opportunity to fetch her in the Alpine. Well,
when I arrived at her house she said” do you really
expect me to get into that thing; I have just had my hair
done.” I had to put the top up before she would get into
the car. Most of us are no longer young, but own open cars and would probably have experienced
something similar. Instead of telling additional stories, I thought to share with you an amusing
article in this vein that was published when we were still young.
This was published in Road and Track in 1963 and was written by Dick o’Kane, titled simply “Love”.
In spring, tradition and body chemistry tell us, a young man's fancy turns to romance. And if he's a
reader of this journal, there's a good chance that his totality as a man, potential husband and
devoted lover has one severe flaw in it; and that, in fact, tomorrow night he will arrive at the door
driving it.
Here comes you, nattily attired, neatly combed, reasonably clean (except for the grease under the
fingernails) bent on an evening of tenderness and romance. You park the car where it shows its best
side – the one without the dents in it – blip the throttle to tell the whole block of the fierceness of
the 1500 thrashing cc’s beneath the bonnet, and switch off, thinking thoughts of how wise you were
to purchase the roadster form of coachwork for just such fine spring evening as this one. What a day
it is going to make.
The Sweet Young Thing has heard the rasp of exhaust
and, breathless, she runs to the window to see if it's you.
It is! Her heart though is not quite aflutter. "Oh no!" She
remarks to her roommate "he's got the top down again."
Yes, in spring the battle of the sexes begins to turn to one
recurrent skirmish – whether to go with the top up or the
top-down. On the one hand, there is you, the enthusiast
who is powerless to resist a cold spring evening with your
head stuck up into the icy slipstream and on the other
hand there is this chick who, at the cost of many dollars,
scores of lives and the better part of six hours has just
done her hair. She needs you and that open top car like
she needs a cement mixer full of owls. But she will not say so; she will merely glare balefully ahead
while her hair assumes the appearance of a housing project for low income mice. But the top isn't
the only thing – boiled down to the basics most females don't like hairy driving. And “hairy driving"
by her definition consists of any motoring which is too windy, too cold, too hot, too hard on the
backside, too noisy, or too fast. Sure, your sports car makes a grand first impression – the girl likes
the idea – but in the long run with the average girl you’re better off with an air-conditioned saloon
with automatic transmission.

It's that "first impression" thing that I can't figure out. I mean the chick should know that the pretty
little sports car is going to assault all of her senses, but she never does. She wants to go for a ride
anyway.
Way back when, I had a Porsche coupe- a five-year-old one for which I had paid $2000. And the first
chick who came along – she hadn't seen it yet – said something to the effect of "oh wow, a Porsche"
and accepted my dinner invitation.
At that price it was no cream puff. In fact, the only thing keeping it from collapsing in a heap was a
diabolically clever application of putty, bag string (blou draad) and faith. One window – the
passenger’s – was permanently shut, the driver's window refused to go down from time to time and
there were no vents to speak of. Finally, it had a real honest to goodness, hell for leather crash box
which made a perfectly indescribable noise in the indirect gears – the gears one always drove it in.
Anyway, to make a long story tolerable, the young lady found to her horror that a gay 20-mile jaunt
through a hot evening in a clapped out, crash boxed Porsche coupe was much like going to hell in a
Waring blender. Nor does the average sweet young thing ever seem able to predetermine the
dynamics involved in getting out of something like an E type Jag in front of a crowd while wearing a
miniskirt – until she has tried it once. At that instant you will cease to be a dashing young man; you
will thenceforth be a dirty old man and she will trust you not at all because obviously you knew, and
you rushed around to not to help her out she figures – all you wanted to do was look!
She will also object to such normal little joys of spirited motoring as having hot, black oil drip gently
and reassuringly on to her white stockings from the loose connection behind the gauge. Add to the
fact that the gentle spring showers also come into the car even when the top is up, and to the fact
that the vents blow hot air while heater blows cold, if at all. And, finally, she will nudge you gently to
show her 100 mph on that deserted straight road, but as the needle passes 90, she'll start nudging
you not so gently to slow the hell down.
You take her out to dinner and after dinner you go to a show. When you come out it is cold; very
cold. And she can't figure out why you don't put the top up because you've neglected to tell her that
you have to build the thing up from parts – not just push a button – and that it takes three men and
a boy and the better part of an hour. Consequently, she will hate you even more
Yes, it takes a rather rare type of girl to get along with your average motor car freak, and I found in
my travels that she generally runs to a type. She has a freak hairstyle designed to withstand gale
force winds, doesn't object to drinking beer with sand in it, thinks walking knee deep in the surf in
the moonlight is a perfect gas, and will try anything once. In fact, she is the one who'll suggest you
put the top-down even though it is August and raining. In short, she is a romantic. She's very pretty,
has nice legs and knows it, and getting out of the car in a miniskirt in front of the senior class of the
local prep school bothers her not at all. She has a pretty name – something like "Jennifer" which she
considers a bit too lacy – and she has changed it to something like "Jeffi".
Finding her is easy- all you have to do is be standing in the right place at the right time. With the topdown. In August. In the rain; she's the one who'll want to go for a ride.
Having met many of the Club wives, you guys are lucky to have found and kept the right one!

OIL CRISIS: THE GREAT PETROLHEAD LOCKDOWN OF 1973
The lockdown restrictions evoke memories of the 1973 oil embargo, when South Africans were
asked to make sacrifices of a very different kind, writes Stuart Johnston
Note: Stuart Johnston is a motoring journalist who prepares and submits the press releases
annually for our Knysna Motor Show.

The Covid-19 pandemic is one of the biggest social crises ever to be imposed on the planet, and
recalls another great upheaval we faced in South Africa, namely the global oil crisis of 1973. If you
were a committed petrolhead back then — and there were plenty of us — the restrictions suddenly
imposed on car enjoyment certainly cut deep. Back in those days, we had a nominal 120km/h speed
limit, but the roads were so sparsely populated that there was plenty of scope to exploit the
horsepower of your Ford Escort Mk I GT, your Renault Gordini, your Capri Perana V8, and your
Chevrolet Can Am.
In October 1973, the Arabian Gulf oil producers who supplied the bulk of the fuel to South Africa and
the Western World suddenly announced a global oil embargo. No warning — one day there was oil
for Africa and most of the rest of the world, the next the wells (as far as we were concerned) had
dried up. (older readers will recall that this was in retaliation for perceived support of Israel during
the Yom Kippur war)
The government immediately announced emergency measures to cope with this crisis. Fuel sales
were prohibited between 6pm and 6am daily and on weekends, and all motorsport events were
cancelled. What’s worse, the speed limit on the open roads and freeways was cut from 120 km/h to
80km/h. It was the only way, said the government, that we would have any chance of getting
through the crisis. What was remarkable was how the motoring public grasped the realities of our
situation and obeyed the laws religiously. And if you were so selfish as to venture out onto the roads
in a gas-guzzling V8, you risked the wrath of your community!
The emergency measures were announced just a day or two before Geoff Dalglish, a young-buck
motoring journalist at The Star, took delivery of a Chev Can Am test car for a week. The 1973 Can Am
was one of the most potent mainline performance cars ever built in South Africa. Its 270kW V8
engine had been imported straight from Chevrolet’s racing department in the US. It had a 0-100
km/h time of under five seconds, a top speed of 230km/h, and handling capabilities that were,
frankly, diabolical. When you put your foot down it would accelerate all the way to 100km/h in first
gear, and at the same time lift the nose so high that you found yourself looking at the telephone
wires rather than the road ahead.
“Everything about it screamed ‘race me’ and I was in
love,” recalls Dalglish. “And yet, here were all these
people in cars alongside me, even pedestrians,
shouting at me, showing the thumbs-down sign and,
worse, even swearing at me. I was a fuel-guzzling
heretic! It was one of the strangest experiences of my
motoring life!”
Almost overnight, scores of South Africans were
trading in their gas-gobbling V8 Holden Monaros and even Ferraris for bargain-basement prices. And
they’d roll out of dealerships in modest cars like the Datsun 1200 GX, which could reportedly make
the Joburg-to-Durban run on a single tank of fuel, if you stuck to the 80km/h speed limit.
Some shrewd enthusiasts took advantage of this. Johannesburg amateur-racing driver Libero Pardini
heard of a Ferrari Daytona going for a song in Cape Town, so he flew to Cape Town on a weekend.

If you were so selfish as to venture out onto the roads in a gas-guzzling V8, you risked the wrath of
your community! “With a full tank of juice, I set off in my new dream car heading straight back to
Joburg,” he recalls. “But the hell of it was I was forced to drive at 80km/h, just like everybody else.
The thing was, there was hardly any traffic on the roads. Soon I was flying along on empty roads at
over 200 km/h.” Soon enough, the fuel-gauge needle plummeted and Pardini realised he had a
problem on his hands. So he pulled into a small town, forgetting that fuel sales were forbidden on
weekends. “I went to the local police station. The long and the short of it, I had to give every
policeman in the station a blast down the road in the Ferrari. Then they issued me with a special
permit to get fuel, and that’s how I made it back to Joburg.”
I remember those fuel-crisis days very well as I was working at my first job after school, at a service
station at the edge of Vrededorp. Each Friday at the service station we ran special campaigns to get
motorists to fill up for the weekend, as the pumps would close at 6pm on Fridays and only open at
6am the following Monday. I recall cars easing down one of the side streets from the town, filling up,
and then returning for another complete full tank about half an hour later.
And this would go on for most of the afternoon, as the Vrededorp locals stockpiled fuel so they could
sell it to their clientele at “special prices” over the weekend. After what seemed like an awfully long
time, oil supplies normalised, speed limits were raised to 120km/h again, fuel stations opened up
again 24/7, and life as we knew it returned to normal. However, for petrolheads, the great
horsepower feast that we had enjoyed during the 1960s and early 1970s would remain fond
memories for many years to come.
Footnote: Stuart was probably not old enough to have experienced the stress imposed on motorists
who had to travel long distances at that time. Many a driver had to sleep at a filling station having
arrived after 6pm! I undertook a journey from Durban to Cape Town during that time with 2 small
kids and it was hell having to drive at 80 kph through the vast expanses of the Karroo. I recall that
knot in my stomach one time when we arrived at the filling station with just 5 minutes to spare.
Traffic police had a bonanza time and would resort to all sorts of subterfuge, like pull their cars into
drainage ditches along the National roads, cover them with bushes and set up speed traps. Many a
driver could be seen speeding furiously down the National roads to reach a filling station before they
closed; with a passenger looking through binoculars to spot speed traps ahead. (Dennis)

Getting to know our members
We are going to run a series of articles featuring our members so that we can get to know more
about each other than can be obtained by chatting over a beer at the braai fire. ( remember when
this was allowed?) Bunny Mentz got us going in a big way and Andy Saggerson told us about his life
with Motorsport while Tony Mc Ewan told us how he geared up his Bentley passion This month’s
feature is the genial Brian Gibson; Committee member stalwart and one of the mainstays of the
annual Knysna Motor Show. Brian organises our regalia and does not get upset when you order a
medium shirt but actually require an XL!
If you would like to feature please send us your contribution to gardenroutemc@gmail.com

Getting to know Brian Gibson
I was born in Florida on the West Rand in 1957, schooled at Roodepoort Primary and Florida High. I
completed 18 months in the Air force (what a waste of time); thereafter I studied Extraction
Metallurgy at Wits University.
My love for cars started when, during a year end break, I went to work in Zeerust at a mine called
Marico Flourspar, there in a dilapidated chicken shed I found a shell of a TR. I duly bought a pile of
chicken-litter and with it came a shell of a TR and then my troubles had started. Over the next 4
years I rebuilt the car, buying pieces from all over the country and doing all the work myself,
eventually the car was completed. I met Karin shortly thereafter and we fell in love, got married and
along came our first of our two daughters Kim, and later Kirsten. We needed a place to live, so the
car was sold and we then set about buying a stand in Roodekrans and building our first home which
was the end of the sports car.
About 10 years later I got my hands on a 1934 v8 Ford Tudor; a beautiful but very big motor car, I
never finished rebuilding this: we moved to Middelburg as work required this. I worked at
Middelburg Ferrochrome and the last 15 years at Ferrometal making Ferrochrome.
During the eighties I found an unmolested TR2 in Pinetown, and bought this with the idea that I
would rebuild this during my retirement and I kept this in storage for around 20 years in Middelburg.
During our stay in Middelburg a BMW 1999 M coupe just happen to find its way into my garage. We
did quite a few Cannonball runs in this for Charity; later on I bought an Audi TT (a Lovely but
expensive to maintain car) and the another 2009 BMW Z4 M Coupe ( the two BMW’s I still own.)

In 2014 I retired and moved down to the Western Cape ,
Knysna, and started with the rebuild of the TR2.This is the
beautiful Old English White TR2 that I currently drive.
The Fires in Knysna in 2017 destroyed our home which set
us back a bit, but I was very lucky to only lose one car, my
wife’s BMW, as the rest were in storage in the Industrial area
in Knysna. During this time, I bought two and a half Triumphs,
all in pieces From Ron Hollis and I have since restored one, a
TR3A, and I am currently busy on another; a TR 3 in British
Racing Green.

You can never have enough Triumphs, I have found, so I have recently acquired a rare 1947 Triumph
Roadster which is now road going but still requires some work.

The Roadster is very rare in South Africa as most
have been exported to the UK , where it is very
sought after. It is the last car built in the world with
a dickey seat, and the best part is that Karin loves it.

.

Recommended by Ray Mackey….
I recently needed to replace the hydraulic pipes for the oil cooler on my MGB. I went to
Stander’s in the Knysna Industrial area, they had 3 attempts at it, all failed for one reason or
another. I then went to Servilite, 3 Waenhout St. Also in the Knysna Industrial area. They
made up the pipes in 30 minutes and at a reasonable price so if members need oil pipes
made up I would recommend them.

Nurburgring open day.
Fred Mullaney shared a video of the Nurburgring which is opened to the public at selected
times during the year. They have between 3 and 12 deaths each year. It was so interesting
that I sent it to all of our members. Many enjoyed it, as evidenced by the comments
received:

Thank God not all drivers are insane. We just spent a wonderful weekend at Nürburgring
with Jack-Jack and many other pre-war cars and no accident: Alex and Andrea Krahe
Cologne (Note the Teddy Bear)

I gotta ask can the Germans drive?
Kind Regards, Mike Sankey, The Aga Khan university
“Brilliant ! Just trying to work out which one was Me !!!!!!!!!!!!
Cheers, Roger ( When will I ever be allowed back in South Africa ) Fisher “
Dave Jones: “Thanks, a smashing video”. (was the pun intended Dave?)
Please thank FM for this beautiful series of drivers overestimating their driving skill levels. As
the so called Nordschleife in the video clips is open to the public almost every afternoon from
May to October, plus a full day every two weeks, it is surprising only so very few casual
visitors die there nowadays . The main merit for this goes to the seat belts, airbags and
particularly the guardrails. When I participated in an ADAC driver training weekend there in
1960 these were not installed yet, and when you left the track you had a +/- 90% chance to
get abruptly stopped by a tree or a rock face. Seat belts were not legally required, and only
few of amateur visitors cars had them. The North loop of the track is 20.8 km long, so it
takes even a serious driver about ten laps with an instructor to get a feel for it. Ciao
Mike Zoeppritz

ASTIN MARTIN DB5 RECREATION
Dateline Newport Pagnell, UK – July 6th 2020:

Many of the UK’s most talented craftspeople
and engineers put the finishing touches to the
first in a new but very familiar series of Aston
Martin sports cars, as the first customer car in
the DB5 Goldfinger Continuation programme
left the production line last week.
The ‘Job 1’ DB5 represents not only another
significant design and engineering success,
but also becomes the first new DB5 to be built
by Aston Martin in more than half a century
as the British luxury sports car maker’s
Continuation programme once again makes
history.

Dubbed ‘the most famous car in the world’
and renowned as being among the most
desirable and sought-after classic Aston
Martin models, the DB5 has become a byword
for timeless style and sports car desirability.
Fewer than 900 saloon examples were built
between 1963 and 1965, with by far the most
famous of the original owners being the
world’s best-known secret agent – James
Bond – who first drove the car that is today
inextricably linked with him in the 1964 film,
Goldfinger.
Now, 55 years after the last new DB5 rolled
elegantly off the production line at Aston
Martin’s then global manufacturing base in
Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, work is
ongoing there on a strictly limited number of
new DB5 models.

Created in association with Bond filmmaker
EON Productions, and featuring a broad suite
of working gadgets first seen in the film, the
Aston Martin DB5 Goldfinger Continuation
cars really are history in the making. The new
cars include an array of functioning devices
created by Bond film special effects supervisor
Chris Corbould OBE.

The list of Bond-inspired gadgets includes:
Exterior:
Rear smoke screen delivery system
Rear simulated oil slick delivery system
Revolving number plates front and rear
(triple plates)
Simulated twin front machine guns
Bullet resistant rear shield
Battering rams front and rear
Simulated tyre slasher
Removable passenger seat roof panel
(optional equipment)

Interior:
Simulated radar screen tracker map
Telephone in driver’s door
Gear knob actuator button
Armrest and centre console-mounted
switchgear
Under-seat hidden weapons/storage tray
Remote control for gadget activation

Each of the 25 new cars are meticulously
detailed authentic reproductions of the DB5
seen on screen, with some sympathetic
modifications and enhancements to ensure
the highest levels of build quality and
reliability. All the Goldfinger edition cars are
being built to one exterior colour specification
– Silver Birch paint – just like the original.

Scores of world-class Aston Martin craftsmen
and women, technicians, development
engineers and designers have been involved
in the project, working carefully with a suite
of handpicked suppliers from across the world
and ensuring that each new DB5 matches not
only the aspirations of its owner, but also the
duty to the brand’s proud 107-year heritage.

The cars feature original DB5 styled
aluminium exterior body panels cloaking an
authentic DB5 mild steel chassis structure.
Under the bonnet there’s a 4.0-litre naturally
aspirated inline six-cylinder engine with a sixplug head, three SU carburettors and oil
cooler, that’s capable of generating in the
order of 290 bhp. This is mated to a fivespeed ZF manual transmission in the rearwheel drive DB5, which also features a
mechanical limited slip differential.

Marek Reichman, Chief Creative Officer of
Aston Martin Lagonda, said: “The DB5 is,
without question, the most famous car in the
world by virtue of its 50-plus year association
with James Bond. To see, the first customer
car finished, and realise that this is the first
new DB5 we have built in more than half a
century, really is quite a moment.

Servo-assisted hydraulic Girling-type steel disc
brakes, rack and pinion steering – which does
not feature assistance – and a suspension setup comprising coil over spring and damper
units with anti-roll bar at the front, and a live
axle rear suspension with radius arms and
Watt’s linkage, complete the dynamic
package.
“It is a genuine privilege, and significant
responsibility, to have been involved in the
shaping of this new DB5 and to be helping to
lead the creation of new versions of this
automotive icon. I’m absolutely certain that
the 25 lucky owners who are beginning to
take delivery of these cars will be thrilled with
them.”

First deliveries of the DB5 Goldfinger
Continuation to customers have commenced
and will continue through the second half of
2020.

Aston Martin

Here is another version for Torque of
“THE TOOLBOX OF EXPERIENCE”
By Berndt Rohloff
As there was a tiny bit of response I attach another story for your next issue and one or two other
snippets . Come along for the ride and invite others if you think it might be fun:
1: Answer for the previous puzzle
The footbrake pedal return stop is given by an adjustable position of the brake light switch. This thus
limits the return position of the main piston rod of the brake master cylinder. In its end position this
will free the access hole to allow brake fluid to drain back to the reservoir.
In this case the adjustment – quite innocently by somebody who did not know – had left a few thou
clearance, and all seemed to work fine. The high temperature of both weather and mountain pass
had obviously caused an expansion of a few thou in the mechanism and thus blocked out the
return drain opening completely. All 4 brakes stayed locked totally!
It took 2 minutes and a half turn of an open-end spanner to move the switch back for enough
clearance.
You just gotta know how!
2: The baulking Clutch nut. [no 2 in the “THE TOOLBOX OF EXPERIENCE”]
The Lambretta clutch between the operating spring plate set and the rotating drive with the oil
immersed multi-plate friction assembly on the gearbox end is held by a nut on both ends. The 15
mm nut holding the accessible open end at the spring plate assembly was also 65 years old and
would not budge. No amount of penetrating oils, hot air, hammer tapping, vice grips and extension
levers etc. would budge it.
Finally had to use the mechanic’s trick to split the nut with a chisel and hammer treatment to get it
apart. The result: in pic below.
The other side of the assembly came apart easily with no major effort.

Then came the AHA effect! What was it?
Let us know what you think or wait for the answer in next
issue.

3: Motoring Snippit
Mini Motor
The smallest motor in the world was constructed by a Swiss research team now. It consists of only
16 Atoms. Four of these form the rotor which turns on a base of 12 other Atoms. The whole motor
measures less than one Nano-meter and is thus approximately 100.000 times smaller than the
diameter of a human hair.
This atomic fiddling of the team around the Physicist Gröning should help to better understand
processes at the brink of Classic Physics and Quantum Physics.
4: Test feature
Most of you will know that my interests go beyond things with wheels to include Non-Destructive
Testing solutions in industry. Hence Gerotek was a very important client for all manner of
sophisticated vehicle inspection equipment in their Pretoria facility and High Speed Testing Track.
Take a look at their Calendar cover of the 1989 era to learn how to test vehicles!
(With acknowledgements to PL Victor and Gerotek)

FOR SALE….
Imperial and Whitworth tools
Ian Smith has a collection of imperial size spanners and sockets that could be of use to some of our
members; mainly from British, German and American manufacturers.
“I'll be happy to donate them to someone who will appreciate them and put them to good use.” Ian
says. Any members be interested in these please contact Ian Smith in George:
email iansmith2@telkomsa.net

FROM THE DESK OF SAVVA - 13 Rebate on SARS Import Duty
– Pre 1965 Collectable Cars Background SAVVA played a major role in securing this Rebate by being
the non-commercial representative for the entire Veteran, Vintage, Post Vintage and Classic Car
movement, by providing statistics, motivational letters and information to various Government
Departments during this process. In addition, SAVVA’s long term relationship with ITAC was an
integral element in facilitating the numerous meetings required throughout this process – to secure
the Rebate. Dispensation A “ Full Rebate on SARS Import Duty “ – which is normally levied at the rate
of 25% of the value of the vehicle - is now available when applying for the Import Permit via ITAC –
International Trade Administration Commission - on their Web Page : www.itac.org.za . The
reference / Tariff Code is : 460-17/87.03/04.04 Ad Valorem Tax and VAT ( Value Added Tax )
Treasury will still impose the Ad Valorem Tax and VAT to the transaction value of the imported
vehicle However, once ITAC has issued the Permit – with inclusion of the Rebate – the applicant can
/ may apply to Treasury for relief from the Ad Valorem Tax. NB. This Dispensation only applies to
vehicles prior to and including 1965 Models – as Gazette’d We wish to acknowledge with thanks the assistance afforded throughout this process, which culminated successfully in the Rebate being
granted from ITAC - by; Mr. Eric McQuillian – SAVVA Representative to ITAC / Mr. Dave Alexander –
Former SAVVA Chairman and Wayne Harley – Curator Franschhoek Motor Museum SAVVA –
National Council 2nd July 2020

SAVVA Technical tip 156 – Dirty points
The experts tell us that it pays to fit electronic ignition, perhaps that's why every
modern car is fitted with it. Together with fuel and overheating problems ignition is
high on the list of reasons for an older vehicle to “fail to proceed”.
As we are aware there are three basic types of electronic ignition. Magnetic, Optical,
and the one that retains the original points. With our older cars that don't rev very high
using the points system works very well and is inexpensive. There is however one
drawback of which I was reminded of recently when a car fitted “Accuspark” ignition
some five years ago refused to start. All the right things like petrol etc were in place
but the plugs were wet – obviously ignition problems. I had this problem many years
ago so I had an idea where to look and cleaning the points solved the problem.
When fitting electronic ignition and retaining the points, the current flowing through

the points is minuscule. The electronic circuitry handles the current flow to the coil
and the points basically just open and close triggering the circuit. The problem is
because there is hardly any current flowing through the points they tend to build up a
“black” residue. If this residue is not cleaned off the current won't flow making the
ignition inoperable.
There's nothing wrong with electronic ignition using points but just add “cleaning the
points” to your “to do” list when servicing your car.
This is a picture of an Accuspark unit. Simple to fit and very effective. The points are
retained and the ring magnet is fitted under the rotor - that’s the round black thingy.
Every time a magnet passes the pick-up the spark is activated.

Validity period of expired car licences extended by another three months
Motorists now have a further three months to renew car and driving licences that expired during the
hard lockdown. The validity period of vehicle licences that expired during the lockdown has been
extended by another three months, to November 30.
In early June, the Road Traffic Management Corporation (RTMC) had announced that all learner’s
licences, driver’s licences, motor vehicle licence discs, temporary permits, roadworthy certificates
and professional driving permits (PrDPs) that expired during March 26 to May 31, were deemed
valid and their validity period was extended with 90 days from June 1 to August 31.
In a media briefing in Pretoria on Thursday, transport department director-general Alec Moemi
acknowledged that there had been challenges at driving licence testing centres (DLTCs), some of
which had been intermittently shut down due to staff members testing positive for Covid-19.
He announced a further 90-day grace period to enable authorities time to deal with a backlog. This
follows a petition by the AA to extend the period to the end of January 2021 to give DLTCs enough
time to renew driving licences and the Post Office to process discs.

AC COBRA ELECTRIC
Dateline Norwich, UK – July 2nd 2020:
One of the most famous sports cars of all
time, the AC Cobra, is getting an electric
makeover. And the company bringing back
the Carroll Shelby-designed roadster is none
other than the manufacturer that originally
released the vehicle, AC Cars.
The British brand is marking its relaunch by
releasing a limited-edition electric version of
its most iconic vehicle called the Series 1
Electric, according to a press release. The
zero-emission restomod will be limited to a
run of just 58 examples to celebrate the years
since the first production Cobra was released
in 1962.
The eco-friendly roadster looks identical to
Shelby’s original dream car. That’s because it’s
built on a chassis based on the one used by
the original Cobra, with a few adjustments
made for its new electric hardware. Those
components include 54 kWh battery pack,
with a 6 kW charging capacity, which gives the
car a range of 240 km. While that range pales
in comparison to a Tesla, few drivers will likely
want to take the Cobra on long-range trips.
It’s for fun and show! The battery pack
combines with the electric motor to 308
horses and 184 lb-ft of twist and will allow the
car to zoom from 0 to 100 kph in just 6.7
seconds.

While the thought of an all-electric Cobra is
sure to excite EV lovers, it’s also likely to

anger some purists. Luckily, AC Cars has
electric sceptics covered. The company is also
releasing the 140 Charter Edition, which
features a 2.3-litre turbocharged four-cylinder
engine sourced from Ford. The gas-powered
motor, the same as the one featured in the
entry-level Mustang, churns out 345 hp and
325 lb-ft of torque, and it can reach 100 kph in
only 6 seconds. Like with the Series 1 Electric,
AC Cars plans to just make 58 examples.
While the two limited-edition cars look
identical, there are two major differences
beyond their powertrains. The first is curb
weight: The electric Cobra weighs 1 250 Kg
thanks to its battery and components. that’s
136 Kg more than its gas-powered sibling. The
other is price: The Series 1 Electric will start at
£138 000, while the 140 Charter Edition starts
at £85 000. Deliveries are expected to start in
the final quarter of 2020.

The fact that AC Cars is able to contemplate a
fully thought-through rebirth at such a time of
upheaval in the global auto industry is largely
thanks to the strengths and perseverance of
the UK’s longest surviving car brand, founded
in 1901.
“Our long saga reflects the many challenges of
making sports cars in low volumes in the
modern world”, said Alan Lubinsky, Chief
Executive of AC Cars. “But, over the years, our
belief in the brand has been sustained by the
loyalty and support of AC Cobra owners
worldwide. Their faith has given us the
motivation to keep on striving to give AC a
future – and with these superb new products,
engineered not just for today but for
tomorrow, I am convinced we have given AC a

bright future. We have more exciting plans
ahead but our focus for now is to get these

116 cars built, sold and out where they should
be - on the open road.”

Morgan moves to a new architecture after
84 years

PRINT
Morgan’s new frame, left, and the old steel ladder frame.
Change comes slowly to some British automakers.
The original Land Rover, for instance, came out in 1948 and was built with
minimal changes until 2016.
The first-generation Mini Cooper debuted in 1959 and hung around until
2000.
But one British automotive architecture is the granddaddy of them all: the
steel ladder frame under the Morgan Plus 4 sports car.
The shape of the car changed a few times since the steel ladder frame was
introduced in 1936, but the rugged frame remained true to the original
design, featuring a leaf-spring rear suspension and an unusual sliding-pillar
front suspension.

The setup ensures the tire tread stays flat on the road as the shocks
compress and rebound.
Morgan last week built its last steel-framed sports car and shipped it to one
of the company's most loyal customers.
Morgan has switched to a lighter, stronger bonded-aluminium platform, an
architecture introduced last year on the Plus 6.
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